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ABSTRACT

The main objective of the thesis is to design an operating system for a large scale premix
factory. Premix, the additive for animal feeds, is considered a "high technology" product,
associated with high value added and profit margins.

As premixes do play an important role in the production of major protein sources for human
consumption, key characteristics of such a system are similar to those of food and medicine
related systems, namely quality assurance, quality control, perishability and traceability
associated with lot of productions and control of finished goods and raw materials. The
operating system designed must be able to take care of all these aspects without excessive
amount of data collection and form filling. The approach used in the design is along the line
used by Information Engineering methodology first proposed by Martin and Finkelstein.

The system has been implemented and used for some time on a manual basis in one of the
largest premix plants in Asia.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

1.1.

General Background

Animal Husbandry, the breeding, feeding, and management of animals for the production of
food, fiber, work, and pleasure. Modern methods concentrate on one type of animal in large,
efficient farming units that generate animal products at the highest rate of return for
investment. Intensive husbandry conditions include large numbers of animals in small lots,
enriched feed, growth stimulation by various means, and vaccination against disease.

The major concern of animal husbandry today is the extent to which production can be
maintained as the human population increases. The approach is to increase the efficiency of
the production of animal products. Larger scale production facilities are encouraged to cope
with the increasing demand.

Feed milling is one of the more notable large scale agro-industries that has impact not only
on animal husbandry, but also on related produce and human daily protein requirement.
Animal feed is consumed mainly by livestock and poultry, eventually consumed by human
beings as meat, dairy and poultry products. In general, natural produce of various kinds is
processed together to achieve the optimum nutritional values for animals during their various
stages of development. One of the essential additives to be mixed with produce is called
"premix", which is mainly vitamins and mineral compounds.

Production of premixes and related products are a class by themselves. The nature of raw
materials used is primarily chemical based rather than produce based. These chemical
products usually have high values, limited shelf life, and require special storage conditions.
Premixes are high valued products, because of not merely high cost of ingredients, but also
perceived as "high tech" products, hence quality control and assurance of premix production
process must be of very high standard, similar to medicine and human food standards.

1.2.

Premix production

There are many levels of production concerned in premix production.

Finished output of

each preceding level of production will be required for succeeding level as its key raw
materials.

Quality control and assurance must be taken in not only particular level of

production but also through the way down to all succeeding levels especially for the upper
levels where higher precision is required by the system .

1.2.1.

Production level 3: Diluted single vitamin or mineral

This level of production concerns the dilution of single vitamin or single mineral with carrier
type raw materials. The dilution process starts with scaling of single vitamin or mineral with
the high precision micro-scale. Carrier raw materials are scaled by using the macro-scale
because of the difference in the significance precision requirement. The scaled proportion of
single vitamin and carrier raw materials must be exactly accurate as instructed in the
formula. Single vitamin and carrier are hand-added into the mixer for the dilution.

The dilution process is carried out by the dilution mixer, the special designed mixer. After
the completion of production level 3, the diluted vitamins and diluted minerals are stored in
storage bins.
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Diluted single vitamins and diluted minerals are the key ingredients in producing vitamin
compound and mineral compound respectively.

1.2.2.

Production level 2: Vitamin or mineral compound

Production of vitamin compound is to have diluted single vitamin, which is produced in
preceding level, mixed with carrier raw materials and other additives such as particular
antibiotics and medical substance raw materials. The specification of individual additive and
the proportion required in the compound mixture are treated highly confidentially.

The process starts with discharging the diluted single vitamin or diluted single mineral from
the storage bins into the mixer. Carrier raw materials are scaled by using macro-scale other
hand-added substances such as antibiotiics, anti-oxidants.

Other required additives are

scaled by using high precision micro-scale. All required ingredients are put into the mixer for
mixing operation.

Vitamin and mineral compounds are produced to feed particular livestock for example swine
vitamin compound and poultry vitamin compound. Vitamin and mineral compound may be
sold to other premix manufacturers and animal feed manufacturers for commercial purpose.

The vitamin and mineral compounds are stored in storage bins after the completion of
production operation.
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1.2.3.

Production level 1: Premix

This level of production concerns the production for commercial final premix.

The key

ingredients are vitamin and mineral compounds which are produced from preceding level.
Premix is produced by mixing the vitamin and mineral compounds with some addition of
required raw materials including such as carriers and other certain types of feed additives.
The specification of additive raw materials and their proportions are also treated
confidentially.

All the premix formulae are stored in the computer of the automatic batch control system.
During production operation, particular premix formula is retrieved.

The system would

automatically discharge the required raw materials from their storage bins and scale to the
required proportions as instructed by the formula one at a time . After all the required raw
materials are scaled and dumped into the main mixer, the system starts the mixing
operation. When the mixing operation completes, premix is discharged from the mixer to the
packing bins for packing preparation.

Premix is packed and sold commercially to animal feed manufacturers and farm owners.
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Figure 1.1: Function Diagram

1.3.

Company background

Tianjin Chia Tai Feed Tech Co., Ltd.

Tianjin Chia Tai Feed Tech (TCT) is a premix manufacturer company based in TangKu,
Tianjin, PRC. Tangku was chosen because of the accessibility advantages to the country's
second largest commercial pier. The annual production capacity is around 76,000 tons
(considered the biggest production capacity of its kind in Asia), which are intended to serve
for both internal and external demand. The internal demand includes feed mill plants owned
by the Group which are located in major regions throughout PRC .

Management Perspective

Management of TCT would like to focus on the quality of the premix being produced as
management considers the quality the critical success factor to sales. Other concerns are
tighter control on inventory system of the inventory information since premix and its raw
materials have very high unit price and limited shelf life.

Further Plan

In long term, since the Group now has many feed mill plants operating throughout PRC, the
Group would like to open similar operation in different areas of PRC in order to serve more
its own demand. Therefore any system built for TCT should be usable for all new plants
being built in the future.
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Function Hierarchy Diagram
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1.4

Assumption of the study

This study is carried out under the presumed fact that the critical consideration in premix
plant operation is the quality of the premix. The assumption here is made that the quality
control is of paramount importance, and the ability to trace the raw mterials source on any
batch of production similar to that of other drugs and vaccines are not desirable, but absolute
necessary.

It is also apparent that other aspects of premix management improvement such as
production efficiency are ranked in lower level of priority. On top of commercial requirement
where customer value based is concerned, the presumed assumption must be assured.

1.5.

Scope and limitation of the study

The scope of the thesis is limited to design only the operation of the relevant functional
departments and their interactions. These relevant departments are related to production
operation which has direct effect on the quality of the product.

The study also limits itself not to concern any other departments such as Accounting
Department and Engineering Department. There might be the department names referred in
the design for the purpose of reference and clarification to the system as a whole.
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CHAPTER 2
THEORETICAL CONSIDERATION

2.1.

System Design and Requirement Specification Literature Survey.

One of the earlier movements derived from "Software Crisis", a topic first discussed widely in
the mid 60's, is a more systematic approach to software development. These are the results
from the growing feeling of frustration in the inability to write a program of substantial sizes
on time ahd budget. A several fold increases over estimated time and costs are fairly
common.

The earlier movements introduce to the "structure movement" with leading

exponent such as Dijkstra (1969), and Wirth (1971). The main message of this period is the
stress on proper tools in programming languages and heavy emphasis on top-down stepwise
refinement is to achieve a more productive way to software development.

It soon becomes apparent that, there still are serious deficiencies in overall approach used
by the earlier structure movement, as requirements of users are not met on a regular or
predictable basis, especially in the commercial nonscientific world . The inability to specify
the user requirement adequately and precisely enough to allow proper construct of the
program with in the agreeable time limit is a significant constraint. This is due to long
development cycle time usually associated with traditional 3GL approach. By the time the
program is ready, the business requirement has changed substantially, and the program is
not usable without major modifications. More flexibility is needed.

By earlier 70's, data base management system begins to make a theoretical in road via
papers like Codd's (1971). Data as a separate entity in its own rights, independent of the
programs. Commercial DBMS start to appears, especially in conformance to the CODASYL
data base specification.
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By earlier 80's tools needed for data analysis begin to be understood and adoptions among
practitioners gather momentum. Data flow diagram (DFD) which can be traced back to mid
70's (Stevens et al. 1974) appeared in a more familiar format as in DeMarco's (1978) or
Gane & Sarson's (1979). DFD shows both processes and data entity in term of data store.
Entity-Relationship Diagram (ERD) becomes a widely used data model diagram. ERDs show
data entities that are of important to the business or systems, and needed to be stored.
These have provided more robust designs, in that the designs (DFD, ERD) may require very
little change or none at all; that is, data and processes are not highly coupled as in the past.

Implementations of DBMS are limited only to the mainframe computer by CPU speed and
main memory size requirement until mid 80's. The nature of DBMS requires resources
almost an order of magnitudes in terms of CPU power, disk data transfer rate and main
memory size of computer in the earlier days. Superminis reach that capability in mid 80's
and micro computers (RISC based) in early 90's. As a result, DBMS have been used widely
in relatively recent past.

Modem structured approach as exemplified by Yourdon (1989) can be seen as a
representative of the current structured movement.

Another approach to reduce the time development cycle is to use Computer Aided Software
Engineering (CASE). It becomes a real possibility, especially at enterprise level, to construct
program using a large portion of generated codes, augmented by small hand coded
programs. A more recent trend is to generate codes in 4GL with can then be adjusted to
meet complex requirements. In some CASE products, reverse engineering of these portions
of codes are also possible, making system maintenance in the future easier. Structured
method is still the supporting and strengthening techniques of CASE.
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In spite of spectacular success of such a system like SEBRA, by mid 80's it is becoming
clear that most computing systems fail to live up to their promises. This is mostly not the
fault of systems or users, however, the business environments change much quicker than in
the past. Unless system development takes a longer view business perspective into account,
their effectiveness cannot be assured.

Alignment of business strategy and computer system development strategy become a main
focal point. This is the introduction of the information engineering .

Information engineering is the marriage of strategic planning especially the model proposed
by Porter (1980), With modern development tools in a top down approach in define the user
requirement as exemplified by modern structure movement.

The recent surge in interest of business process re-engineering (Hammer, 1990) is not in any
way diminishing the role of information engineering . The value chained based as suggested
in Porter model is not in any way unfamiliar to customer valued based focus of reengineering. In fact the two complement each other very well.
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CHAPTER 3
OVERALL DESIGN

3.1.

Main Design Strategy

As mentioned earlier, quality of the product is of vital importance, hence the operating
system must address the quality aspects of the products all the ways from raw materials
receiving to product shipping.

For the primary requirement of quality, there are two perspectives, medicine like nature and
perishability of the related products. The medicine like nature of the products is due to the
fact that it can have a great effect on the healthy welfare of livestock and ultimately human
beings.

As in medical related products, traceability is presumed not only desirable but also out of
necessity. Traceability is also presumed because of the need for further reference purpose
such as quality related claims.

Traceability for the purpose of the system will be divided into 4 stages
1.

Raw materials preparation

2.

Production process

3.

Finished goods warehousing

4.

Quality analysis

The second perspective, premix, is a perishable product with limited shelf life and quality
degrades over time. To complicate the issue further, certain raw materials are also
perishable in nature.
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The departments of which functions are related to production functions and have effect on
the quality of the product and on the system as a whole are listed below

1. Purchasing Department
2. Raw Materials Warehouse
3. Quality Control and Assurance
4. Planning Department
5.

Production Department

6. Finished Goods Warehouse
7.

Sales Department
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3.2.

Purchasing Department

It is the responsibility of Purchasing Department to ensure that suppliers possess the ability
to provide raw materials of the specified quality. In fulfilling this responsibility, Purchasing
Department must acquire the control over the quality of incoming raw materials. Purchasing
Department needs information system as its managerial tools in managing and monitoring
the purchasing activities to ensure that they are performed effectively.

listed below is information required for effective purchasing function
3.2.1.

Purchase order and backorder information

3.2.2.

Purchase return information

3.2.3.

Supplier information

3.2.4.

Raw materials related information
3.2.4.1. Raw materials inventory information
3.2.4.2. Raw materials price information

3.2.1. Purchase order and backorder information
The information provides the capability in tracking the purchase order made and also those
backordered. The significant data includes:

•

Purchase order number

•

Required raw materials

•

Supplier of ordered or required raw materials

•

Quantity of order

•

Expected arrival date

•

Cost per unit of specified raw materials

•

Purchasing conditions

•

Specifications of ordered raw materials

15
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•

Payment and delivery terms and conditions

3.2.2. Purchase return information
The information provides records of unsuccessful buying. The significant data includes:

•

Purchase return number

•

Supplier of returned raw materials

•

Referred purchase order number

•

Returned raw materials

•

Returned quantity

•

Reasons of return

3.2 .. 3. Supplier information
Supplier information provides sources of raw materials supplied, with this information
Purchasing Department would be able to further analyze and make decision on
placing purchase order. Those decision criteria may regard such inforrmation as
distance and delivery means of particular supplier which would directly effect on the
delivery lead time.
The significant data includes:

•

Supplier number

• Name of supplier

•

Address of supplier

• Supplied raw materials
• Delivery means
• Delivery lead time
• Purchasing terms and conditions
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3.2.4. Raw materials related information
It is also needed for Purchasing Department to be able to access to raw materials related
information in order to make a better decision in doing purchasing. This information would
help Purchasing Department to generate effective purchasing plan.

3.2.4.1. Raw materials inventory information
•

Required raw materials

•

Lot identifier of required raw materials

•

Expected expiry date of specified lot of raw materials

•

Quality status of specified lot of required raw materials

•

Quantity on hand

3.2.4.2. Raw materials pricing information
•

Specified raw materials

•

Price effective date

•

Cost of specified raw materials
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3.3.

Raw Materials Warehouse

Raw Materials Warehouse works cooperatively with Purchasing Department and QA/QC
must be sure that all incoming raw materials are quality certified and up to the specified
standards as given by the nutritionist. It is the responsibility of Raw Materials Warehouse to
maintain the quality level of the raw materials in terms of nutritional properties before it is
issued to be used by the production. Raw Materials Warehouse would also monitor and
control the inventory level as to ensure that there are enough raw materials for production
and for the purpose of investment protection.

Inventory management is crucial while regarding warehousing operation.

Raw Materials

Warehouse requires inventory information and control mechanism to manage the warehouse
operation effectively. The control mechanism thoroughly used for both receiving and issuing
raw materials is FIFO - First In First Out which is based on the perishable nature of certain
types of raw materials.

Raw materials inventory information provides an up-to-date information regarding the
availability of raw materials..

Information of receiving and issuing of raw materials and

QA/QC analysis information on raw materials allows the system to be traceable for future
references. The information includes:
3.3.1. Related information on receiving of raw materials
3.3.2. Related information on issuing of raw materials
Besides the raw materials inventory information , it is also required that raw materials
warehouse be able to access to other raw materials related information such as:
3.3 .3. QA/QC analysis information on raw materials
3.3.4. Purchasing related information

18
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3.3.1. Related information on receiving of raw materials

•

Receiving note number

•

Date of receipt

•

Referred purchase order number

•

Received raw materials number

• Lot identifier of received raw materials
• Weighing bill number

•

Quantity received

• Stored location number
•

QA/QC test result

3.3.2. Related information on issuing of raw materials

•

(Production) Raw materials requisition number

•

Date of issuance

•

Issued raw materials

•

Lot identifier of issued raw materials

•

Quantity issued

3.3.3. QA/QC analysis information on raw materials

Quality status information especially for receiving raw materials is very crucial for warehouse
and inventory management. The significant data include:

•

Date of analysis

•

Analysis type

•

Analyzed raw materials

•

Lot identifier of analyzed raw materials

•

Specifications of analysis

•

QA/QC analysis result
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3.3.4. Purchasing related information
Purchasing information would allow Raw Materials Warehouse to plan and manage for space
allocation for incoming raw materials. Moreover, it is useful for raw materials warehouse to
access purchasing information for purchase requisition purpose. The significant data include

•

Referred purchase order number

•

Supplier ordered raw materials

•

Ordered or required raw materials

•

Ordered or required quantity

•

Expected arrival date
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3.4.

Quality Control and Assurance Department

QA/QC Department is responsible for all quality issues regarding raw materials, immediate
products and final products.

All QA/QC analysis information is recorded and maintained based on lot basis for
raw materials and batch basis for immediate products and finished products. Lot and batch
bases are desirable for traceability purpose. Moreover, all the samples that are picked from
particular lots or batches would be kept with certain retention period for future references.
The analysis information includes
3.4.1. QA/QC analysis information on raw materials
3.4.2. QA/QC analysis information on immediate product and finished products
Supporting information are required to allow QAJQC Department to effectively perform the
tasks. The required information includes
3.4 .3. Raw materials related information
3.4.4. Production related information

3.4.1. QA/QC analysis information on raw materials
Analysis information of receiving raw materials must be properly stored and maintained for
the purpose of traceability. The significant data include:

•

Date Of analysis

•

Analysis type

•

Receiving note number

•

Analyzed raw materials

•

Specifications of analysis

•

QA/QC analysis result
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3.4.2. QA/QC analysis information on immediate product and finished products
Analysis information of immediate product and finished products must be properly stored and
maintained for the purpose of traceability and overall plant management. The significant
data include:

•

Date of a11alysis

•

A11alysis type

•

Referred batch ide11tifier of specified productio11 batch

•

Immediate product or fi11ished product produced in specified batch

•

Formula date of specified products

•

Specifications of analysis

•

QA/ QC analysis result

3.4.3. Raw materials related information
It is required for QA/QC Department to be able to access to raw materials specification
information and purchasing condition information of particular raw materials in order to be
able to perform the QA/QC analysis effectively. The significant data include

•

Analyzed ra w materials

•

Lot ide11tifier of specified lot of analyzed ra w materials

•

Referred purchase order of specified lot of analyzed raw materials

•

Purchasi11g condition
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3.4.4. Production related information
QA/QC Department is required to know the actual production information including all
necessary production parameters in order to use such information to support the analysis of
immediate products and finished products. The significant data include:

•

Date of Production

•

Operation shift

•

Batch identifier of specified production batch

•

Produced finished product

•

Formula date of specified finished product

•

Actual mixture proportion of all raw materials in specified batch
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3.5.

Planning Department

Planning Department generates plans to supervise Production Department in producing
premix corresponding to the customer orders and sales forecast. Planning Department, of
which key function is to formulate premix formulae, must be flexible enough to reformulate
premix formulae as the result of the fluctuation of availability of required raw materials. The
flexibility provides Planning Department to reformulate the formula while maintaining the
required nutritional properties. The information that is required by Planning Department is:
3.5.1 . Finished product formula information
3.5.2. Raw materials inventory information
3.5.3. Raw materials cost information
3.5.4. Outstanding purchase order information and purchasing backorder
information
3.5.5. Production batch operation information
3.5.6. Immediate product and production sub-warehouse inventory information
3.5.7. QA/QC analysis on raw materials and immediate product information
3.5.8 . QA/QC analysis on finished product information

3.5.1.

Finished product formula information

·it is a direct responsibility of Planning Department to keep and maintain the premix formula
information and production planning information. The premix formula information must be
treated confidentially and the access to premix formula must be limited and strictly
controlled.
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The significant data include:

•

Formulated Immediate product or finished product

•

Formula date for immediate product or finished product

•

Required raw materials

•

Quantity of specified raw materials used in the formula

•

Cost per kilogram of specified raw materials

Raw materials inventory and raw materials cost information provide the assurance of
availability and sufficiency of the required raw materials while the cost information would
allow the cost optimum formulation . The accessibility to raw materials related information
would allow Planning Department to be flexible to reformulate the premix formulae.

3.5.2.

3.5.3.

Raw materials inventory level information

•

Stored raw materials

•

Lot identifier of stored raw materials

•

Expected expiry date

•

Quality status of specified lot of raw materials

•

Quantity on hand

Raw materials cost information

•

Specified raw materials

•

Date

•

Cost of specified raw materials
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3.5.4.

Outstanding

purchase

order

information

and

purchasing

backorder

information
Outstanding purchase order information and purchasing backorder information provide the
information that allows the Planning Department to further plan for the availability of
production resources. The significant data include:

3.5.5.

•

Referred purchase order number

•

Specified raw materials

•

Required quantity or backorder quantity

•

Expected arrival date

•

Cost per kilogram of specified raw materials

•

Specifications of raw materials

Production batch operation information

The production related information would allow Planning Department to control and
supervise the production operation .

The production related information also provides

flexibility for Planning Department in adjusting the plan to best suit the current production
situation.

Production batch operation information provides actual production operation information
which includes such as the quantity of raw materials used in the particular shift operation,
total tons of a particular premix or immediate product to be produced in particular shift
operation. The significant data include :

•

Date of production

•

Operation shift

•

Batch identifier of specified production batch

•

Immediate product or finished product produced in specified batch

•

Formula date of specified immediate product or finished product

•

Actual mixture proportion of all raw materials in specified batch
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3.5.6.

Immediate product and production sub-warehouse inventory information

Immediate product inventory information and production sub-warehouse information provide
inventory level information to ensure the sufficiency of required raw materials for production.
The significant data include:

•

Stored location

•

Required Immediate product or raw materials

•

Lot or batch identifier of specified immediate product or raw materials

•

Expected expiry date

•

Quality status

•

Quantity on hand

QA/QC analysis information is considered the most important as it serves both roles of
Planning Department as premix formulator one and production planner one.

3.5.7.

QA/QC analysis on raw materials and immediate product information

QA/QC analysis on raw materials and immediate product information provide the test result
of a particular incoming raw materials or immediate product to ensure that the quality is up to
the required standard and is suitable for the production. The significant data include:

•

Date of analysis

•

Analysis typ e

•

Receiving note number

•

Analyzed raw materials

•

Specifications of analyzed raw materials

•

QA/ QC analysis result
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3.5.8.

QA/QC analysis on finished product information

QA/AC analysis on finished product information provides the test result of finished premix to
ensure that the particular batch is quality certified and is ready to be delivered to satisfy the
customers. The significant data include:

•

Date of analysis

•

Analysis type

•

Batch identifier of specified production batch

•

Immediate product or finished product produced in specified batch

•

Formula date ofspecified product

•

Specifications of analysis

•

QA/ QC analysis result
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3.6.

Production Department

Production Department must ensure that production operation is carried out as planned by
Planning Department and that the production operation is free from any imperfections.

All production operation information must be kept and maintained to serve not only as the
managerial and control tools in production management but also serve as the traceability
management tool. The information includes such as
3.6.1 . Production batch operation information
3.6.2. Production sub-warehouse inventory information
Other production related information which is kept and maintained by other departments but
very crucial in production management are listed as below :
3.6.3. Production planning information
3.6.4. QA/QC analysis on raw materials and immediate product information
3.6.5. QA/QC analysis on finished product information

3.6.1.

Production batch operation information

For the sake of traceabil ity, Production Department must record all relevant production
parameters for future references. The significant data include:

•

Date of production

•

Operation shift

•

Batch identifier of specified production batch

•

Immediate product or finished product produced in specified batch

•

Formula date of specified immediate product or finished product

•

Actual mixture proportion of all raw materials in specified batch
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3.6.2.

Production sub-warehouse inventory information

It is required for Production Department to know the updated inventory information of the
sub-warehouse inventory, raw materials intake information and immediate product inventory
for both before and after the production. It is crucial to compare the figures between the
actual use of the raw materials and the immediate products with the expected figures
instructed in the formulae. The minor discrepancies of the two figures might be the result of
unacceptable level of the particular batch of production during the QA/QC analysis. The
significant data include:

3.6.3.

•

Stored location

•

Required immediate product or raw materials

•

Lot or batch identifier of required immediate product or raw materials

•

Expected expiry date

•

Quality status

•

Quantity on hand

Production planning information

Production plan would instruct the Production Department to schedule its production to be
able to serve the customer order demand and sales forecast. The significant data include:

•

Production plan number

•

Date of production

•

Operation shift

•

Batch identifier of production operation

•

Planned finished product

•

Formula date for specified finished product

•

Quantity of finished product planned to produce
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3.6.4.

QA/QC analysis on raw materials and immediate product information

QA/QC analysis information on raw materials and immediate products, it is very important to
Production Department to be informed of the quality status of the raw materials and
immediate products. The information would instruct Production Department to use only raw
materials that are validated by QA/QC Department to ensure the quality of the finished
product. The significant data include:

3.6.5.

•

Date of analysis

•

Analysis type

•

Receiving note number

•

Analyzed raw materials

•

Specifications of analyzed raw m aterials

•

QA/QC analysis result

QA/QC analysis on finished product information

Production Department must be informed of the quality analysis result of the finished product
especially for the unsatisfactory cases.

After being analyzed for the causes of failure,

Production Department would be instructed to solve the problems to decrease occurrences of
the unsatisfactory cases and improve the quality confidence of the production operation. The
significant data include :

•

Date of analysis

•

Analysis type

•

Batch identifier of specified production batch

•

Immediate product or finished product produced in specified batch

•

Formula date of specified product

•

Specifications of analysis

•

QA/ QC analysis result
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3.7.

Finished Goods Warehouse

Finished Goods Warehouse is responsible for all management issues regarding the finished
products. The responsibility includes preventing any deterioration or at least maintaining the
nutritional properties of finished products till the specified expired date is reached. Like in
Raw Materials Warehouse, one effective required control is FIFO accessibility of all
receiving and issuing of finished products.
3. 7.1. Receiving and issuing of finished product information
Production related information is useful for Finished Goods Warehouse in planning for
finished product warehousing management issues.
3.7.2.

Production plan information , Production batch operation information and

packing operation
3.7.3. QA/QC analysis on finished product information

3.7.1.

Receiving and issuing of finished product information

Finished product receiving and issuing and finished product inventory information is kept and
maintained to serve as the internal managerial information. The information is also kept for
interdepartmental purposes for example it is beneficial to Sales Department to have currently
updated finished product inventory level.

Receiving information

•

Date of receipt

•

Received finished product

•

Batch identifier of received finished product

•

Received quantity

•

Quality status of received finished product

•

QA/QC analysis result
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Issuing information

3.7.2.

•

Date of issuance

•

Packing list number

•

Issued finished product

•

Batch identifier of received finished product

•

Issued quantity

Production plan information, Production batch operation information and

packing operation information
Production plan information, Production batch operation information and packing operation
information allows Finished Goods Warehouse to prior plan for storage preparation of
finished product and to verify the quantity of finished product received.

Production plan information

•

Production plan number

•

Date of production

•

Operation shift

•

Produced finished product

•

Quantity of finish ed product that is planned to produce

Production information

•

Date ofproduction

•

Operation shift

•

Batch identifier of specified production batch

•

Specified immediate product or finished product

•
•

Formula date of specified immediate product or finished product
Actual mixture proportion of all raw materials in specified batch
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Packing information

3.7.3.

•

Date of production

•

Operation shift

•

Batch identifier of specified production batch

•

Specified immediate product or finished product

•

Pack size of specified finished product

•

Quantity of specified pack size

QA/QC analysis on finished product information

QAJQC analysis information gives Finished Goods Warehouse the quality status of the
finished product so that Finished Goods Warehouse would be able to manage a particular
batch of finished product effectively. The significant data include:

•

Date of analysis

•

Analysis type

•

Batch identifier ofspecified production batch

•

Immediate product or finished product produced in specified batch

•

Formula date ofspecified product

•

Specifications of analysis

•

QA/QC analysis result

-
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3.8.

Safes Department

The responsibility of Sales Department is to

seNe

the customer including receiving order

entry, delivering the orders, acknowledging the quality related claims and sales return. Most
oft.he functions of Sales Department are administrative tasks which do not directly affect the
quality of the product.

Sales forecast is one of the examples, forecasting the future sales volume of particular
products would not have any effect on the quality of products forecasted.

The forecast

information would facilitate other departments to adjust their departmental plans to best suit
the forecast. For instance, the forecast information would help the purchasing department to
adjust its purchasing plan since poor purchase planning would badly affect the quality of the
quality due to the perishability.

Sales information which is related to the quality of the product includes
3.8 .1. Sales order entry information
3.8.2. Sales return information
3.8.3. Customer information
3.8.4. Finished product pricing information
3.8.5. Finished product inventory information
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3.8.1.

Sales order entry information

Sales order entry information and sales invoice would be provided as the input of sales
forecast. The significant data include:

3.8.2.

•

Sales order number

•

Customer number

•

Date

•

(Customer) Purchase order number

•

Finished product number

•

Quantity of specified finished product number ordered

•

Price per unit of sp ecifie d finished product

•

Total sales amount

Sales return information

Sales return information is recorded and maintained for future reference.
data include:

•

Sales return number

•

Date of return

•

Sales order number

•

Finished product number

•

Production lot number of specified finished product

•

Quantity returned

•

Reasons of return
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The significant

3.8.3. Customer information and customer sales information
Customer information and customer sales information is kept and maintained for the purpose
of traceability. The significant data include:

3.8.4.

•

Customer information

•

Customer number

•

Customer name

•

Customer address

•

Type of customer

Finished product pricing information

Finished product pricing information provides immediate information regarding the price of
the finished product when inquired by the customer. The significant data include:

3.8.5.

•

Date

•

Finished product number

•

Selling price of specified finished product number

Finished product inventory information

Finished product inventory information regarding the status of the particular finished product
and total quantities of the salable inventory is the information required by the Sales
Department in effectively performing the sales order entry. The significant data include:

•

Stored location

•

Required finished product

•

Batch identifier of specified Production lot

•

Quality status

•

Quantity on hand
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CHAPTER 4
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

It is an evidence from the feedback after several months of usage that the system design
criteria can be met with even without computer assisted database.

One of the hidden

designed criteria is that the system must be able to cope with users that are not used to strict
QA and QC requirement and associated data logging. So far, there is no obvious indication
of any major difficulties.

It is also apparent during the design of the operation system that the limitation of the current
design of the manufacturing plant has imposed a limit to the degree of accuracy in the data
collected. The nature of automatic batching control mixing operation is the trad,e-off between
the accuracy of weighing process versus total weighting time. As the flow speed of materials
can vary greatly, hence it is difficult to get exact weighing for all products, in spite of having
up to three separated computer controlled scaling systems within one computer controlled
mixer. This also has consequence for stock controls as the raw materials as used and as
planned can vary and the errors must be tightly controlled as they may have significant
impact on the quality.

Implementation of the system also shows that data collection is a major task if not automated
adequately. There are two major possible areas, namely data gathering equipment such as
the bar code related equipment and since most of the equipment in the plant are computer
controlled, investigation should be carried out to interface all equipment to acquire fast and
accurate data on a timely basis.
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APPENDICES

EVENT:

Production 1 requests for Raw Materials

Production 1
B.O.M.

4
Internal raw materials
inventory

3

Production 1
Compound
Requisition

5

Raw Materials
Warehouse

Production 1
Raw materials
Requisition

Process Identification : P1 -1
1.

Production 1 receives Bill of Materials from Planning

2.

Production 1 checks Production 1 internal inventory

3.

Production 1 generates compound requisition

4.
5.

Production 1 sends compound requisition to Production 2

6.

Production 1 sends raw materials requisition to Raw Materials Warehouse

Production 1 generates raw materials requ isition

A- 1

EVENT:

Production 1 receives raw materials

Production 1
Raw materials
Requisition

Raw Materials
Warehouse

2

4
Process
receives
raw materials

Production 1
Compound
Requisition

5

3
Production 2

Internal raw materials
inventory

Production 1
Receiving
Transaction

Process Identification : P1-2
1.

Production 1 receives raw materials from Raw Materials Warehouse

2.
3.

Production 1 checks with raw materials requisition
Production 1 receives compound from Production 2

4.

Production 1 checks with compound requisition

5.

Production 1, upon receipt, updates Production 1 internal raw materials inventory

6.

Production 1 records receiving transaction

A-2

EVENT:

Production 1 performs produciton operation

Production 1
Production
schedule

Internal raw materials
inventory

2

4

Process
Production 1

5

3

Prodcution 1
Production details

Production 1
Raw materials use

Process Identification : P1 -3
1.

Production 1 receives Production 1 production schedule from Planning

2.

Production 1 withdraws Production 1 internal raw materials inventory for production

3.

Production 1 performs production operation and records in Production 1 production
details

4.

Production 1 updates Production 1 internal raw materials inventory

5.

Production 1 generates Production 1 raw materials use report

A-3

EVENT:

Production 1 performs packing operation

QA/QC

2

---4

Production 1

Process
Production 1

Finished Goods
Warehouse

3

Production 1
Packing details

Process Identification : P1-4
1. Packing of Production 1 receives finished goods form Production 1
2. Packing of Production 1 picks batch sample for QA/QC
3. Packing of Production 1 generates Production 1 packing details
4. Packing of Production 1 transgfers finished goods to Finished Goods Warehouse

A-4

EVENT:

Production 2 requests for Raw Materials

Internal raw materials
inventory

Production 2
B.O.M.

2

Process
Raw Materials
Requisition

3
4

Production 2
Raw materials
Requisition

Raw Materials
Warehouse

Process Identification : P2-1
1.

Production 2 receives Bill of Materials from Planning

2.

Production 2 checks Production 2 raw materials inventory

3.

Production 2 generates raw materials requisition

4.

Production 2 sends raw materials requisition to Raw Materials Warehouse

A-5

EVENT:

Production 2 receives raw materials

Production 2
Raw materials
Requisition

Raw Materials
Warehouse

2

Process
receives
raw materials

3
4

Production 2
Receiving
Transaction

Internal
raw materials
inventory

Process Identification : P2-2
1. Production 2 receives raw materials from Raw Materials Warehouse
2. Production 2 checks with raw materials requisition

3. Production 2, upon receipt, updates Production 2 internal raw materials inventory
Production 2 records receiving transaction

4.

A-6

EVENT:

Production 2 performs production operation

Internal
raw materials
inventory

Production 2
Production
schedule

2

4

Process
Production 2

5

3

Prodcution 2
Production details

Production 2
Raw materials use

Process Identification : P2-3
1. Production 2 receives Production 2 production schedule from Planning

2. · Production 2 withdraws Production 2 internal raw materials inventory for production
3. Production 2 performs production operation and records in Production 2 production
details
4. Production 2 updates Production 2 internal raw materials inventory
5. Production 2 generates Production 2 raw materials use report

A-7

EVENT:

Production 2 performs discharging operation

Production 1
Compound
Requisition
Production 2
Production details

2

1--------.i1
3

Process
Discharging
Production 2

Process Identification : P2-4
1. Production 2 reviews production details as reference

2. Production 2 reviews Production 1 compound requisition
3. Production 2, upon production, discharges to Production 1

A- 8

Production 1

EVENT:

Production 2 performs packing operation

Production 2
Production details

QA/QC

Finished Goods
Warehouse
Production 2

Process
Packing Production 2

Production 2
Packing details

Process Identification : P2-5

1.
2.
3.
4.

Packing
Packing
Packing
Packing

of Production 2 receives finished compound from Production 2
of Production 2 reviews Production 2 production details
of Production 2 picks batch samples for QA/QC
of Production 2 generates Production 2 packing details

5. Packing of Production 2 transfers finished compound of Finished Goods Warehouse

A- 9

EVENT:

Raw Materials Warehouse orders Raw Materials

Purchasing Order

Raw Materials
Master

Raw Materials
Inventory

3

2

4

Process
Purchase
Requisition

• - - - - -- - - - - {

5

Pu chase
Requisition

Process Identification : RM-1
Raw Materials Warehouse checks raw materials inventory
2. Raw Materials Warehouse notices a reorder point
1.

3.

Raw Materials Warehouse access outstanding purchasing order

4.

Raw Materials Warehouse sends purchase requisition to Purchasing

5.

Raw Materials Warehouse records purchase requisition

A-10

~~umg

J
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EVENT:

Raw Materials recieves Raw Material (from Supplier)

Supplier

Purchasing Order

2

5
Process
Recieve
Requisition

QA/QC

Raw Materials
Pending
Inventory

4

Recieve
Transaction

Process Identification : RM-2
1.

Raw Materials Warehouse receives raw materials from Supplier (the visual
inspection has been verified by QA/QC

2. Raw Materials Warehouse checks raw materials with purchasing order prior given by
Purchasing
3.

Raw Materials Warehouse records receiving transaction

4.

Raw Materials Warehouse records new coming raw materials as pending inventory

5.

Raw Materials Warehouse issues receiving notes to QA/QC as a request for QA/QC
analysis and the evidence fo loading

A- 11

EVENT:

Raw Materials Warehouse accepts loaded raw materials

Purchasing

5
Raw Materials
Inventory

QA/QC

Process
Production 1

Raw Materials
Pending
Inventory
4

Recieve
Transaction

Process Identification : RM-3
1.

Raw Materials Warehouse receives analytical results signifying "accept" from QA/QC

2.

Raw Materials Warehouse updates pending inventory

3.

Raw Materials Warehouse updates raw materials inventory

4.

Raw Materials Warehouse records receiving transaction

5.

In case of mark down, Purchasing would reconfirms Raw Materials Warehouse to
accept loaded raw materials prior rejected by QA/QC

A-12

EVENT:

Raw Materials Warehouse rejects loaded raw materials

Receiving
Transaction

QA/QC

2

Process
Reject
Recieving

4

3

/
Pending
Inventory

Quarantine

Process Identification : RM-4
1.

Raw Materials Warehousse receives analytical results signiflying "reject" from
QA/QC

2.

Raw Matei"ials Warehouse updates pending inventory

3.

Raw Materials Warehouse updates quarantine inventory

4.

Raw Materials Warehouse records transferring transaction

A-13

EVENT:

Raw Materials Warehouse returns rejected raw materials

Supplier

Purchasing

4

Process
Return

3

2

Return
Transaction

Pending
Inventory

Process Identification : RM-5
1.

Raw Materials Warehouse is informed by Purchasing about the return

2.

Raw Materials Warehouse records return transaction

3.

Raw Materals Warehousse updates pending inventory

4.

Raw Materials Warehouse returns rejected raw materials to Supplier

A-14

EVENT:

Raw Materials Warehouse issues Raw Material to Production

Raw Materials
Inventory

Raw Materials
Requisition

Process
Issuing
Raw Materials

3
4

Production

Issuing Transaction

Process Identification : RM-6
1. Raw Materials Warehouse reviews raw materials requisition
2. Raw Materials Warehouse checks raw materials inventory
3. Raw Materials Warehouse records issuing transaction
4. Raw Materials Warehouse issues raw materials to Produciton

A-15

EVENT: Finished Goods Warhouse recieves finished goods (from Prodcution)

Pending
Inventory

Production
(1,2)

4

Process
Receive
Finished Goods

2
Packing
Details
(1,2)

3

Receiving
Transaction

4

Process Identification : FG-1
1. Finished Goods Warehouse
2. Finished Goods Warehouse
3. Finished Goods Warehouse
4. Finished Goods Warehouse

receives finished goods from Production
reviews Production packing reports
records receiving transaction
updates pending inventory

A-16

EVENT: Finsihed Goods Warehouse accepts finished goods ( QA/QC comfinned )

Pending
Inventory

QA/QC

2

Process
Accept
finished goods

3

4

Recieve
Transaction

Raw Material
Inventory

Process Identification : FG-2
1.
2.

Finished Goods Warehouse receives QA/QC analytical results signifying "passed"
Finished Goods Warehouse updates pending inventory

3.

Finished Goods Warehouse updates finished 'goods inventory

4.

Finished Goods Warehouse records receiving transaction

A-17

EVENT: Finished Goods Warehouse rejects finish goods (QA/QC comfirrned)

QA/QC

Process
Rejects
Finish Goods

2

Recieve
Transaction

Process Identification : FG-3
1. Finished Goods Warehouse receives Qa/QC analytical results signifying "failed"
2. Finished Goods Warehouse records receiving transaction

A-18

EVENT: Finished Goods Warehouse withdraw rejected finished goods (QA/QC confirmed)

Prnding
Inventory

QNQC

2

Process
Withdrawal
Rejects
Finish Goods

3

Withdrawal/Return
Transaction

Process Identification : FG-4
1. Finished Goods Warehouse is informed by QA/QC about the recommended actions
2. Finished Goods Warehouse updates pending inventory
3. Finished Goods Warehouse records withdrawal transaction

A-19

EVENT:

Finished Goods is sold to Customer

Finish Goods

Customer or
Representatives

Process
Withdraw
For Sales

4
Withdrawal
Transaction

Process Identification : FG-5
Finished Goods Warehouse receives invoices as handed by Customer or
representatives
2. Finished Goods Warehouse checks unassigned finished goods inventory and FIFO
data
3. Finished Goods Warehouse updates finished goods inventory
4. Finished Goods Warehouse records withdrawal transaction
1.

A-20

EVENT:

QA/QC conducts analytical inspection on Production

QA/QC

2
Process
Analytical
lnspaction
on Production

3

Finished Goods
Warehouse

4

Analytical Transaction

Process ldentificaiton : QA-1
1. QA/QC receives batch samples from Production
2.

QA/QC informs the analytical results to Production

3.

QA/QC informs the analytical results to Finished Goods Warehouse

4.

QA/QC records analytical transaction

A- 21

EVENT:

QA/QC conducts analytical inspection on raw materials

Raw Materials
Warehouse

Purchasing

3

Process
Analytical
lnspaction
on raw materials

4

Accounting

5

Analytical Transaction

Process Identification : QA-2
1. QA/QC picks lot sample from Raw Materials Warehouse
2. QA/QC informs the analytical results to Raw Materials Warehouse
3.

QA/QC informs the analytical results to Purchasing

4.

QA/QC informs the analytical results to Accounting

5.

QA/QC records analytical transaction

A- 22

EVENT:

QA/QC conducts visual inspection upon raw materials receipt

Purchasing order

Supplier

2

Process
Visual
Inspection
on raw materials

3

Purchasing

Visual Transaction

Notes: If visual inspection falied, the raw materials shipped would be rejected and no further
loading to Raw Materials Warehouse

Process Identification : QA-3
1. QA/QC picks lot sample form Supplier
2.

QA/QC checks raw materials with purchasing order

3.

QA/QC informs the visual inspection results to Purchasing

4.

QA/QC records visual inspection transaction

A-23

EVENT:

QA/QC conducts analytical inspection upon finished goods

Finished goods
Inventory

Finished Goods
Warehouse

2

Process
Analytical
lnspaction
on finished goods

4

5
Planning

Analytical Transaction

Process Identification : QA-4
1.

QA/QC checks finished goods inventory, querying the suspicious lot

2.

QA/QC picks suspicious lot sample or randomly picks from Finished Goods
Warehouse

3.

QA/QC informs the analytical results to Finished Goods Warehouse

4.

QA/QC informs the analytical results to Technical department ( in this case

5.

QA/QC records analytical transaction

Productio11 )
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EVENT:

Customer places order (non-walking)

Product
Customer

3

Customer

6
Customer order
Planning

5

Accounting

Process Identification : SA-1
1. Customer orders through sales
2.

Sales checks customer credit information

3.

Sales checks product information

4. Sales records customer order
5.
6.

Sales distributes documents to Accounting
Sales distributes documents to Planning
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St. Gabriel's Library
EVENT:

Customer walks in to buy products

Product
Customer

3
Customer

Invoice

Finished goods
warehouse
Accounting

Process Identification: SA-2
1.

Customer orders through sales

2. Sales checks customer credit information (if necessal)')
3.

Sales checks product information

4.

5.

Sales checks availability of products ordered
Sales records sales and generates invoices

6.

Sales distributes documents to Accounting

7.

Sales distributes documents to Finished Goods Warehouse
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EVENT:

Purchasing conducts annual purchasing forecast

Production

Historical
purchasing data

2

Process yearly
forecast
Raw materials
master

5

4

Yearly Forecast

Process Identification : PU-1
1. Purchasing receives raw materials estimate from Production
2. Purchasing reviews historical purchasing data
3. Purchasing checks raw materials general information
4. Purchasing generates yearly forecast
5. Purchasing distributes yearly forecast to Accounting
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EVENT:

Purchasing conducts monthly forecast

Production
Raw materials
inventory

2

Yearly Forecast

3

4

5
Purchasing order

Raw materials
master

Process
monthly forecast

6

Monthly Forecast

·Accounting

Process Identification : PU-2
1. Purchasing reviews monthly forecast
2.

Purchasing reviews raw materials estimate as prepared by Production

3.
4.

Purchasing checks on-hand status of raw materials inventory
Purchasing checks raw materals general information

5. Purchasing checks outstanding purchasing order
6. Purchasing generates monthly forecast
7.

Purchasing distributes monthly forecast to Accounting
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EVENT:

Purchasing places purchasing order

Supplier
Purchase requistion

5
Monthly Forecast

2

3
Raw Materials
Warehouse

Raw materials
master

Process
purchase order

4

Purchasing order

Process Identification : PU-3
1. Purchasing reviews monthly forecast
2. Purchasing checks purchase requisition (if any)
3. Purchasing checks raw materials general information
4. Purchasing generates purchasing order
5. Purchasing sends purchasing order to Supplier
6. Purchasing distributes purchasing order to Raw Materials Warehouse
7. Purchasing distributes purchasing order to Accounting
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EVENT:

Purchasing makes purchase return

Supplier

I

2

QA/QC

/

•

4
Raw Materials
Warehouse

Planning

5

Purchasing order

Process Identification: PU-4
1. Purchasing is informed by QA/QC about rejected raw materials
2. Purchasing informs Supplier
3.

Purchasing, in case of mark down negotiation is possible, consults Technical
department

4.

Purchasing informs Raw Materisals Warehouse
4.1 Negotiation impossibel-Return voucher

5.

4.2 Negotiation possible and positive-Receipt voucher or Receiving notes
Purchasing adjusts purchasing order

6.

Purchasing informs Accounting
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EVENT:

Planning conducts monthly plan

Raw materials
inventory

Monthly
sales forecast

3

2
Formula

Process monthly plan

Purchasing order

5

Production

Monthly Plan

Process Identification : PL-1
1. Planning receives monthly sales forcast
2. Planning receives formula
3. Planning checks raw materials level
4. Planning also checks outstanding purchasing order
5. Planning generates Monthly production plan and sends to Production
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EVENT:

Planning conducts weekly plan

Sales

Finished goods
inventory

2

Monthly plan

5

3
Formula

Process weekly plan

Raw materials
inventory

7
6

Production

Weekly Plan

Process Identification : PL-2

1.
2.

Planning reviews Monthly plan
Planning receives weekly order from sales

3.

Planning reviews formula

4.

Planning checks raw materials level

5.

Planning checks unassigned finished goods level

6.

Planning generates Weekly plan

7.

Planning distributes Weekly plan to Production
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EVENT: Planning conducts daily plan

Formula

Rush order
from Sales

Weekly plan

3

Most updated
Production details

Process daily plan

Production schedule

7
5
Production
Raw materials
requirement and
Bill of Materials

Process Identification : PL-3
1. Planning reviews Weekly plan
2.

Planning reviews formula

3.

Planning receives rush order entry from Sales

4.

Planning reviews most updated production details

5.

Planning generates raw materials requirement and Bill of materials

6~

Planning generates Production schedule

7.

Planning distributes documents to Production

A-33

RAW MATERIALS REQUISTION

Raw Materials
Warehouse

Production

Accounting

Department

Department

1

2

3

B- 1

RECEIVING NOTES
Raw Materials
Warehouse

Purchasing
Department

QA/QC

LAB

2

8-2

Accounting
Department

SALES INVOICE
Sales
Department

Accounting
Department

Finished Goods
Warehouse

2

3

8-3

Customer

SUMMARIZED PRODUCTION REPORT
Planning

Sales
Department

B-4

St. Gabriel's Library

PRODUCTION PLAN
Planning

Sales
Department

1

B-5

SALES RETURN
Sales

Customer

Finished Goods
Warehouse

Department

2

2

3

8-6

Accounting
Department

SALES FORECAST
Planning

Sales
Department

1

8-7

SUMMARIZED B.O.M.
Planning

Production
Department

1

B-8

RAW MATERIALS
ESTIMATION SHEET

Planning

Purchasing
Department

1

B-9

PACKING LIST
Sales
Department

Finished Goods
Warehouse

2

8-10

Customer

Accounting
Department

PACKING SUMMARY
Production
Department

Finished Goods
Warehouse

1

2

3

B - 11

QA/QC
LAB

QA/QC ANALYTICAL REPORT

QA/QC
Department

Production
Department

1

2

8 -12

Finished Goods
Warehouse

PURCHASE RETURN

Purchasing
Department

Raw Materials
Warehouse

1

B -13

Accounting
Department

PURCHASE ORDER
Purchasing

QNQC

Department

LAB

Raw Materials
Warehouse

3

B -14

ccounting
Department

Supplier

GLOSSARY

1. Bill of Materials (B.O.M.)
The report that shows the finished products composition, better known as 'formula sheet'.
Bill of materials is kept by the nutritionist and also acceptible to production manager.

2. Compound substance
The product of the production level 2 is seNed as the raw materials in production level 1.
Compound substance is also commercially produced.

3. Consignment inquiries
A well-planned time-phased order placement and delivery. Mostly consignment inquiries
are done in a form of contract. The characteristics of inquiry are:
- High to very high volume per buying or delivery
- Products are produced to meet consignment demand

4. Diluted single substance raw materials ·
The product of the production level 3 is seNed as the raw materials of production level 2

5. Final premix
The commercial product is produced at level 1 of the production level.

6. Finished Goods Analytical Report
The transactional report of QA/QC to denote the quality specification of a particular lot
of in-coming raw materials or finished products.
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7. Finished Goods FIFO listing FIFO list
Reports that help Finished Goods Warehouse to be able to issue finished products under
first in first out (FIFO) basis.

8. Finished products status
· A specified condition assigned to a particular lot of finished products to signify the
current status. Those status are:
- Pending

: wait for QAJQC test result

- Reserved

: reserved for consignment order

- Salable

: free for all sales

9. On-hand inventory
The physical inventory balance of all materials now held .

10. Outstanding Purchase Order
Purchase order which is issued but not yet dued or dued but the supplier fails to deliver
the raw materials in time.

11. Packing details
The shift based report denotes the packing operation in each particular shift.

12. Packing List
A document that records and shows the packing content of a particular order. Packing

list does not have monetary values.

13. Packing Summary Report
The dally summary of packing details, the report would help Finished Goods Warehouse
to better control the finished products received from Production Department.
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14. Pending Inventory
The inventory balance of finished products or incoming raw materials which await the
test result being analyzed by QA/QC.

15. Production batch no.
An assigned number that iniquely identifies the production batch.

16. Production cycle
A complete loop or round of production process.

17. Production Plan
The daily schedule of the production signifies what finished products are required to
produce and produced at what quanity.

18. Purchase Order (P.O.)
The document that Purchasing Department issue to selected supplier to place an order
for required raw materials

19. Raw materials estimation sheet
Reports that would guide purchasing department to place orders on required raw
materials in proper quantity at required scheduled date.

20. Raw materials FIFO list
Reports that help Raw Materials Warehouse to be able to issue raw materials under first
in first out (FIFO) basis.

21. Raw Materials requisition
The formal document generated by Raw Materials Warehouse as the evidence of
issuing raw materials for production as requested in requisition notes.
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22. Receiving Notes
The documents generated by Raw Materials Warehouse at the time the raw materials is
received and temporarily stored in the warehouse while waiting for the QA/QC test. The
documents are also served as QA/QC test result sheet.

23. Requisition notes
The informal notes issued by Production Department as the request for raw materials for
production.

24. Sales forecast
Sales forecast would comprise product items and sales volume estimated for a particular
period. The sales forecast will guide or even direct the production pattern.

25. Walk-in inquiries
Inquiries that customer would get the products required at the day he place order. The
characteristics of this inquiry are:
- Low volume in sales per buying
- Customer comes and gets products.by himself
- The salable items are available at the time the order is placed
- Products are produced to stock
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Sf: Gabriel's Library

